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Regional Claims Managers Bring New Perspective
By Darci Simonsen, National Claims Manager
Adding structure to the claims
reporting process, balancing the
reporting workload more efficiently,
and generating new ideas—all among
the reasons that Matt King, Tyffany
Basila and Glenn Anderson were
recently named regional claims managers
for ProAg®. In the process we have
positioned our company to better handle
future business.
Tyffany, Glenn and Matt have
all worked in the crop insurance
industry for some time, and they bring
diverse experience in loss adjusting,
underwriting, claims processing,
compliance and information technology.
That mix of experience was intentional,
since they will be working together
and using their talents to create more
uniform processes throughout the claims
department.
This is also a group that will
bring fresh ideas and is in tune with
technology.

Impact in the field
One goal associated with this
change is to work smarter and more
effectively, which will benefit our agents
and insureds by further stepping up the
efficiency of our claims processing. We’re
already seeing service improvements as
we work to streamline processes and
®

allow our people to concentrate their
time on customer service.
Technology is playing an ever-greater
role in our business, both at ProAg, with
our agents, and also with our insureds.
Finding new ways to utilize technology
to improve accuracy and efficiency will be
a continuing emphasis for us, while at the
same time making sure we don’t lose the
face-to-face presence that sets us apart
from others in the field. Technology can
never replace good communication and
direct human contact.
Ultimately, we want to eliminate
barriers that can hinder productivity,
share resources and take advantage of the
strengths of each of our team members.
Our claims processing department is
already known for its efficiency. Our
new claims managers are committed to
bringing new approaches and tools into
play to build on that tradition.
I’ll let Matt King, Eastern Claims
Manager, tell you a little about himself
and share some of his thoughts on his
new position.

Matt King
I’ve worked in agriculture all of my
life, growing up on a family farm near
Radnor, Ohio, and still farming it with
my brother and step-father today. I got
started in crop insurance as an adjuster

in 2007. I was just out of college and needed
a part-time job to supplement my farm
income.
I came to ProAg in 2009, working
as the product
specialist for the
claim system
in general and
ProAgWorks® and
ProAgFieldWorks
specifically.
Working closely
with our claims
processing system for more than three
years has given me a perspective on what
it takes to move claims through the
system and helped me understand how to
maximize efficiencies with that system. In
the future, we’ll definitely be using more
technology.
In contrast to my focus on technology
is my background as an adjuster and my
ongoing connection with farming and
farmers. I understand the human side
of the equation and the importance of
relationships in the claims process.
As we move forward with a new
team, we have the chance to build
something new on a really solid
foundation. I’m excited about this
opportunity.
Editor’s note: Matt and his wife, Gina,
have two daughters, Mya and Reagan.
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New Group Multiplies Individual Impact
By Jamie Hageman, Customer Account Services Manager
Improving processes and gaining
efficiency—all for the benefit of our
customers—was the impetus behind
the creation of the Customer Account
Services group last spring. Customer
Account Services brought the crop
accounting, claims processing and training
departments together under one banner.
Crop accounting and claims processing
have natural connections, but their
workloads peak at different times. By
bringing them together, we can take
advantage of down times within each
group, which helps speed up our claims
and accounting processes.
How does the training department
fit in? First, we’re able to draw on the
experience of the crop accounting and

claims processing experts to improve our
agent and employee training. In addition,
we’re also conducting cross training within
the Customer Account Services group to
expand their knowledge base and make
each team member more versatile and
useful during slower periods.
Though the departments have come
together, key points of contact remain
the same. Jeanie Bonewitz is still the crop
accounting manager, and Derek Eltiste still
manages the claims processing department.
If you have a question for the training
department, the best way to connect is to
send an email to training@proag.com. The
team member most qualified to answer
your particular question will get back to
you.

On-Demand
Training Resources
Looking for easy-to-access training
on a variety of relevant topics? Look
no further than ProAgPortal® intranet.
We have a variety of video and audio
resources there to make your job easier.
Some provide a greater understanding
of crop insurance and procedures, while
others offer guidance on how to process
business in the various ProAg systems.
Most are found under the Systems tab in
ProAgPortal with the exception of the
Crop Insurance Basics series, which is
found under Quick Links, then Video
Recordings.
We also offer courses that qualify
for CE hours, such as our APH
course. Contact your ProAg account
representative to access these trainings.

Process Perfection the Goal of TOPE Team
By Terri Sell, Senior Vice President of Operations
If there was ever a business that lives
and dies by process, crop insurance is
that business. Since we understand the
importance of uniform, efficient processes
to the success of ProAg® and our ability
to accommodate growth in the future, we
formed TOPE in 2013. TOPE stands for
Team of Process Experts, and the team is
composed of one representative from each
ProAg department.
Our goal is to create and maintain
uniform, national processes that make
sense for our end users. This is an ongoing
assignment as we receive new directives
from the RMA and feedback from agents,
adjusters, and other team members. TOPE
meets quarterly, with an annual face-to-face
meeting in Kansas City.
The TOPE processes are designed to
work smoothly with our ProAgWorks®
processing system. Whenever a user has

questions about any of our procedures,
they can refer to these processes through
ProAgPortal under the Processes tab.
Not only does the TOPE effort
improve our processes and increase
efficiency and accuracy, but it is also
extremely helpful when the RMA conducts
its national operation reviews. For example,
when we are asked about our added
land process, RMA can look at all of our
customers with an added-land policy
and determine how well we followed our
procedure on those policies.

Constant improvement
Once processes have been written,
TOPE re-evaluates them on a regular basis
to ensure that they are up to date, that they
work, and that they are as easy to follow as
possible. When updating our processes we
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use the Six Sigma process, a methodology
that originated in the manufacturing sector
and has now made its way into the business
world.
Following this methodology helps
us to analyze our processes with the goal
of eliminating the waste. The result is
an elimination of extra steps, increased
efficiency, cost savings and a happier end
user. The TOPE members are trained in the
Six Sigma process, and each team member
meets with their department regularly to
analyze all the processes that impact them
specifically.
Efficient, effective, streamlined and
understandable processes are important to
our office staff, our force in the field and
our agents. That’s why our TOPE team will
continue to focus their efforts on process
development, analysis and refinement.

Terri’s Keys to a Smooth Application Process
With the sales closing date rapidly
approaching, here are Terri Sell’s key
points to check off to help ensure troublefree application processing.
1. Discuss with the producer/grower
their farming operation and make sure
any changes to the entity type, name
or Tax ID number are noted on the
application.
2. Review SBI Requirements. SSN/EIN
form due on or before sales closing
date (SCD).
3. Properly executed power of attorney
(POA) must be submitted prior to
appointee signing any forms.
4. Determine if the insured qualifies for
New Producer or Beginning Farmer &
Rancher, and note on the application

by SCD.
5. Telephone numbers are required.
6. Include applicant’s email address if
available.
7. Obtain the agent’s and insured’s
printed name and signature on or
before the SCD.
8. If applicant is transferring from another
company, we MUST have the previous
company’s name and policy number.
9. Conditions of Acceptance must
be answered for new policies and
carryover policies if the coverage
level, plan of insurance or options are
changed.
10. Designate a primary county if the
“Added County Election” is selected.
11. Written agreements and supporting

documentation are due on or before SCD.
12. Enterprise Units/Whole Farm Units
must be elected by SCD.
13. If a new applicant is a Limited
Resource Farmer, the Request to Waive
Administrative Fees form must be
completed, signed and attached to the
application. Carryover insureds have
until acreage reporting date to submit a
waiver.
14. Landlord/Tenant policy requirements
due by SCD:
a. The application must clearly state
the intent.
b. Evidence of other party’s approval
(lease, POA, etc.).
c. The landlord or tenant’s name and
SSN/EIN information.

So You Want to Be a Social Media Rockstar?
By Richard Stinson, Communications and Media Manager
Every day some new functionality is rolled out from social
media channels and becomes available for today’s small business
owner. But where do you start? What do you have to do to get
started on the path to becoming a social media rockstar? Do you
start by trying to sing karaoke at the local watering hole?
We’ll look at four basic steps in this article to help you tap
into one of the most efficient ways to market yourself and your
insurance business online.

Determine your target market
First things first: Where are your current clients, and where are
those you hope to work with in the future? If you haven’t already,
spend some time exploring the social media channels. At the very
least, set up your business account on the major social networks
and begin familiarizing yourself with the service, rules and
etiquette of each. ProAg hint: Try to find a social media handle
you can use across all your networks, like @ProAgIns. Use an
online service like checkusernames.com to see what’s available.

Be social!
It’s not all about you! The goal of your social media marketing
is not a hard sell, but rather to nurture a community that begins to
rely on you as a source of information about crop insurance and agrelated topics. Establishing a good rapport with your audience by
being inspirational, informative and helpful can have lasting effects
on customer loyalty. ProAg hint: Show your expertise, but don’t
forget to show your personality too. Social media is a conversation
and people want to get to know you. Remember, though, they

don’t need to know everything!

Don’t post randomly
Be thoughtful and strategic with your posts. Share topics that
are complementary to your customers’ industry, like farm show
news or changes to agricultural legislation in your state—topics that
impact your demographic but might not be specifically about crop
insurance. ProAg hint: You would be surprised about how much ag
related content there is out there and how it keeps you top of mind
with potential clients—and shows you’re not all about the sale.

Post consistently
Like any good marketing plan, consistency and persistence will
lead to results. The payoff—91% of marketers who use social media
for at least a year see a boost in brand exposure.* Where there is
brand exposure, there is top-of-mind status, which will likely lead
to referral business and new sales. ProAg hint: Create a social
media calendar to help with content creation or curation. It’s OK
to use an automated service (like Hootsuite or Buffer) for some of
your social media posts, but don’t use it for everything.
When it comes to brand awareness and referrals, social media is a
must-have tool. By focusing your efforts on a few major social media
platforms, developing your place as an ag influencer and strategically
engaging your audience, you will build a social network that is highly
likely to create customer retention and referrals in the future. In a
nutshell, it’s where your future clients are—don’t miss out!
And of course, don’t miss out on our growing conversation.
Join us on your favorite social media channels at @ProAgIns.
* Social Media Marketing Industry Report - 2015
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Where Does Whole Farm Revenue Fit?
By Jeffrey Vanlandingham, Regional Vice President – Eastern Region
Since the completion of our 2016
Spring Update Agent Training efforts earlier
this year, we have seen a significant surge
in interest for the Whole Farm Revenue
Protection program. Those who have not
considered this model of risk management
are now carefully examining this option due
to their ability to secure total revenue dollars
for all planned commodities (within the
limits of the policy) at higher levels of governmental subsidies.
In addition, there is the possibility of further discounts and rate
relief due to the number of significant commodities and actuarial
history for crops rated within the coarse grains and small grains
categories.
As we review aspects of this policy, we must continue to focus
on and discuss the following benefits and challenges:

Major benefits of WFRP
• Gives producers a means to insure a wide variety of crops and
livestock products that have not been insurable.
• Provides coverage that reflects higher values for specialty
markets, such as for unique varieties, organic products, seeds
and grass-finished or humanely produced livestock products.
• Provides higher levels of coverage and federal support for
premium costs, similar to conventional crop insurance
products.
• Offers potentially reduced costs for insurance, based on
diversification discount and the ability to mix and match
WFRP coverage with other insurance products.
• Reduces the risks of trying new crops or livestock products.
• Eliminates written agreement and high-risk land concerns
regarding insurability requirements and higher rate impact.

• Improves insurance options for rapidly expanding operations.

Major challenges with WFRP
• Requires extensive recordkeeping for application and claims,
though the requirements have been eased somewhat in the
program’s second year. High levels of diversity make application
paperwork and recordkeeping especially challenging. However,
the change to allow producers to use marketing records to
calculate revenue, along with new recordkeeping aids, could
help make the program more viable for many.
• Requires producers to provide five years of tax history in most
cases. Even for beginning farmers and others who qualify
for some exceptions, the tax history requirements may be an
obstacle.
• Requires the grower to finalize and file their Schedule F and
entire tax document for the year of coverage before any claim
indemnity (other than replant) may be completed and paid to
the grower.
• Individual commodity yield and revenue expectation is
redirected to the performance of all revenue produced by the
grower during the insurance period.
• Prohibits use of “catastrophic” level (CAT) risk-protection
coverage in conjunction with WFRP.
As with all risk management decisions, education and
understanding are key when discussing these options with your
grower. Since the program’s introduction in November of 2014,
ProAg’s focus as your valued partner has been to provide the
tools necessary for the agent and grower to make the best risk
management decision for each individual situation. Thank you for
your valued business relationship!

